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NEW BRITAIN FAMILY
RESOURCE CENTER
The latest news and updates

WELCOME BACK & HAPPY
NEW YEAR!!

by Ms. Majedah Nassir

UPCOMING EVENTS
& RESOURCES

Welcome to the new year! Our staff at New Britain Family Resource
Center are so excited to begin this year with you. Our dedicated Family
School Liaisons continue to have the honor of serving the New Britain
community by welcoming back new and returning families. Our staff has

VIRTUAL PLAY & LEARN
- EVERY TUES @ 10AM

been working hard through winter break preparing our Virtual Play &
Learn themes and lessons for the second half of the academic year. We
have some fun lessons and activities planned and can’t wait to share

We will resume our Virtual Play & Learn for the new
year on Tuesday, January 5th, 2021, with a winter activity theme.
them with you.

The year 2020 was a challenging year for many families, but our
commitment to providing a safe, healthy, loving, and top-notch
education and resources to all children and their families remains the
same. The

CSDNB Community Directory

is a resource for all, but

especially for our families. This link includes childcare providers, food
pantries, free meals, support services, healthcare, and more. Copies of
the directory will be shared along with this newsletter. Please don’t
hesitate to reach out to us with any questions.

2021 is going to be a wonderful year! We will draw and we will write. We
will sing and we will play. We will learn new things each and every day!
There are lots to learn and fun things to do. Your child's success is very
important to us and we want them to get the most out of our virtual Play
& Learn program. Please feel free to contact any of our FRC locations
with any questions or concerns you may have. We value your partnership
in your child’s education and look forward to connecting with you.

TERRIFIC TOTS - NEW
BRITAIN PUBLIC LIBRARY
- EVERY MONDAY @ 11AM
ON FACEBOOK LIVE.

CSDNB Community
Directory Resources - See
Email Attachment for PDF

HEALING THROUGH
GRATITUDE
By Ms. Emily Sirois
It’s that time of year again! The time for New Year’s

Crafts & Fun

resolutions and personal challenges. Instead of
rambling on like everyone else about how you should
eat your fruits and veggies and take walks (which you
should still be doing) we thought that we would
approach 2021 from a different angle for this health
topic. We don’t know about you, but we’re all pretty
tired of being part of a major historical event. So let's
take a minute to talk about positive psychology, acts of
gratitude, and our challenge to you in 2021.
Gratitude is the human way of acknowledging the good
things in life. Defined as a positive emotional response,
thankfulness or gratefulness, gratitude (in any form) can
enlighten the mind and make us feel happier. In the
past decade, mental health researchers and positive
psychologists have found a strong connection between
gratitude and good health. The effects of gratitude,
when practiced daily, can produce feelings of longlasting happiness and contentment. When we express
and receive gratitude, our brains release dopamine and
serotonin, two key neurotransmitters responsible for our
“feel good” emotions. In addition, gratitude
significantly impacts bodily function and psychological
conditions like stress, anxiety, and depression. It can
release toxic emotions, reduce pain, improve sleep
quality, aid in stress regulation, and reduce anxiety and
depression. It quite literally can heal us from the inside
out.
The effects of practicing gratitude are not immediate
and they don’t magically appear. Don’t let that
discourage you, though. Just like with forming any new
healthy habit, an attitude of gratitude will take some
work on your part. Once started, however, gratitude
can impact our physical and psychological well being
for years. With that said, our challenge to you in this
beautiful new year is to spend just one minute a day
breathing deeply and being mindful about what you are
grateful for. This is an exercise that you can easily do
with your children before bed, while you’re stuck in
traffic, in line waiting for your coffee, or at the grocery
store. Make it a game, a song, or even a dance.
Consider keeping a family gratitude journal and let your
children decorate the pages. However you decide to do
it, the health impacts of gratitude are well worth
accepting our New Year’s Challenge! Stay healthy,
CSDNB.

STAFF CORNER

Tip of the
Month
By Mrs. Nebby Sanchez

Fine Motor Skills
Using Play-Doh helps to strengthen the muscles in their
hands and fingers which will lead them to have a mature
grasp to use writing utensils to print letters, drawing
pictures, using scissors to cut, putting toys that links
together to create objects, stack things/objects and to be
able to feed themselves as well as getting dressed.

Practice at Home

Play-Doh; Have your child squeeze, knead and
roll it. Try different cookie cutters to make
recognizable shapes and to make letters.

